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this number is principally occupied by three papers from the
pen of the President of the Society, Dr. Charles Clay, on the
Early American Coinage, and on the Vox Populi Coinage of
1760. There are also notices by the same author of the John
Wilkinson Halfpenny, and the Coinage of the Isle of Man ; and
one of the Donaldson Testimonial Medal by Mr. Darby shire.
There are two admirable photographic plates in the number : one
of rare early American, colonial, and other coins ; and the other of
the gold medal presented to Professor Donaldson on his retire-
ment from the Chair of Architecture at University College,
London. The latter is the most successful instance of photo-
graphy as applied to numismatics with which we are acquainted.
We may add that a privately-printed Catalogue of the collec-
tions of American coins, tokens, medals, bills, &c., and also the
Currency of the Isle of Man, from the Cabinets of Charles Clay,
M.D., President of the Manchester Numismatic Society, has
lately been issued.
MISCELLANEA.
C0UNTERMARKED GAULISH CoiN   FOUND  IN   SWITZERLAND.	
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The small coin of which a woodcut is given below has been kindly
communicated to me by the distinguished Swiss antiquary, Dr.
Keller, of Zurich. It is of gold, and
was found a short time ago at Jegens-
dorf, in the Canton Bern, and is now
in the possession of Dr. Konig of that
place. Its most remarkable feature is
the small countermark upon the head on the obverse, the device
on which appears to be a cock. Dr. Keller remarks that on the
Gaulish gold coins most commonly occurring in Switzerland there
is beneath the biga a small figure, which also appears to repre-
sent the head of a cock. A specimen of the land has been
engraved by Dr. H. Meyer (Mittheit. der Ant. Ges. in Zurich,
xv. p. 19); and he suggests that the head of a cock may have
formed the" symbol or warlike standard of the Helvetii, which
distinguished them from the other Gaulish tribes. The figure
beneath the biga bears, however, a great resemblance to the sort
of horned serpent which occurs as the principal type on many
of the German " Kegenbogen-schiisselehen," and which, in a
slightly-altered form, is found on the British coins of Dubno-
veliaunus and others. The cock appears as the principal type

